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A Contemporary Twist on Woodburning Basics. Award-winning artist and pyrographer Simon

Easton guides you through nine woodburning projects, while encouraging you to develop your

own style. This beautifully photographed, hands-on instructional guide to the art of pyrography

will take you on a journey of skill-building lessons to create attractive projects with this hands-

on book. Begin at the basics and finish with stylish, gift-worthy projects!



© 2010 by Simon Easton and Fox Chapel Publishing Company, Inc., East Petersburg,

PA.Woodburning with Style is an original work, first published in 2010 by Fox Chapel

Publishing Company, Inc. The patterns contained herein are copyrighted by the author.

Readers may make copies of these patterns for personal use. The patterns themselves,

however, are not to be duplicated for resale or distribution under any circumstances. Any such

copying is a violation of copyright law.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication

DataEaston, Simon.Woodburning with style / by Simon Easton. p. cm.Includes index.1.

Pyrography. I. Title.TT199.8.E28 2010745.51--dc222009053467To learn more about the other

great books from Fox Chapel Publishing, or to find a retailer near you, call toll-free

800-457-9112 or visit us at .Note to Authors: We are always looking for talented authors to

write new books. Please send a brief letter describing your idea to Acquisition Editor, 1970

Broad Street, East Petersburg, PA 17520.Printed in ChinaFifth printingBecause burning wood

and other materials inherently includes the risk of injury and damage, this book cannot

guarantee that creating the projects in this book is safe for everyone. For this reason, this book

is sold without warranties or guarantees of any kind, expressed or implied, and the publisher

and the author disclaim any liability for any injuries, losses, or damages caused in any way by

the content of this book or the reader’s use of the tools needed to complete the projects

presented here. The publisher and the author urge all woodburners to thoroughly review each

project and to understand the use of all tools before beginning any project.

About the AuthorSimon Easton studied a BA (Hons) Three-Dimensional Design degree at

Manchester Metropolitan University where he focused on woodturning, silversmithing, and

pewterware. His pewter napkin ring set was one of the MMU winners of the Pewter Live 1999

competition, and was displayed at Pewterers’ Hall in London. He won both a Precious Metals

Bursary and a grant from the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths in order to produce design

concepts that he had developed. The common theme in Simon’s work was a decorative and

textural feel, often rich in embellishment or pattern.Before graduating in 2000, Simon’s design

for a wooden turned decorative bowl was selected for inclusion in the onetree project. This

project, which toured the United Kingdom as an exhibition, stemmed from the use of one single

ailing oak tree distributed to a range of artists, designers, manufacturers, and craftspeople.

Every single part of the tree (from the leaves to the roots) was used to create a stirring and

diverse display of talent, which was also featured in a book published to accompany the tour.

For the onetree exhibition, Simon created a decorative turned wooden bowl with a spun pewter

insert, entitled Wish, Hope, Dream, Everything.In recent years, Simon’s crafting focus and love

of wood has led him to the art of pyrography, which he uses with a contemporary twist to

create richly decorative items and gifts. The result is a body of work released under the name

Wood Tattoos. He has created a varied range of works and commissions, sells at craft fairs and

galleries, and accepts custom orders at . He is an active member and moderator of the UK

Crafts Forum, where he assists in passing on tips and advice to all craftspeople.

DedicationThis book is dedicated with my love and appreciation to the following people:To my

wife, Jane, for her continued love during the long nights in front of the computer and always.To

my daughter, Bethan, and my stepsons, Howell, Harry, and Freddie, for distracting me at every

opportunity!To my parents-in-law, Peggy & Gilbert, and my grandmother, Molly, for their

unquestioning care and support.And in loving memory of my grandfather, Ted, who helped to



develop my love of the visual image. I miss you.
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IntroductionWood Tattoos is the name I’ve given to my creations using the art of pyrography.

There is such visual similarity between the tattoo artist transferring inks to the skin of their

client and the pyrographer burning their decorative designs into a piece of wood. I may be

slightly unusual (some might say incredibly strange!), but I also find both processes extremely

relaxing. The tattoos on my body all mean something to me about a certain stage in my life,

and I believe that crafts such as pyrography also have the ability to create something to cherish

or remember. I try to recreate that richness and meaning in my pyrography work.As our

technologies have progressed, production techniques have become more advanced and the

role of the craftsperson has become more specialized or even marginalized. Handcrafted

pieces appeal to us, as they have an identity that many mass-produced items lack. There is

often a story behind them, something magical and intangible that can enthral us. The future for

such possessions may seem uncertain in the increasingly transient modern culture. How do we

form an emotional connection with an item we can only see on a computer screen? How do we

experience the warmth, the texture, or the smell of such things? The tactile and sensory

pleasure of life is all part of the variety that makes working in crafts so pleasurable and

challenging.Pyrography has always struck me as a community craft, as its practitioners are

always so open to sharing tips and techniques. In this book, I hope to give you a feel for my

Wood Tattoos style of pyrography, which may be both similar and wildly different than other

books written on the subject. Each chapter contains a wealth of information about the

techniques and methods I use to create my own designs. Pyrography is an artistic process and

it would be impossible to create a definitive list of the ways it can be used, so this book is

designed to show you how I have achieved the results for my own work and to start you on the

path to discovering your own techniques and style. As with all areas of art, each individual will

bring their own individual qualities, interpretations, and ways of expression to their work,

making us all uniquely different. As you progress through the chapters, it is my hope your

pyrography skills will build until you feel able to achieve whatever results you desire.This book

is designed to show you how I have achieved the results for my own work and to start you on

the path to discovering your own techniques and style.I have also created a number of step-by-

step projects to help you try out some of the ideas and tips described: the projects are

designed to act as guidance for inspiration, rather than to be followed exactly to the letter,

leaving you scope to follow your own creativity. There are galleries of my work included to show

you the range of potential available to you when you take up the art of woodburning. Above all

else, I hope you pick up on the pleasure that working in pyrography gives me, and take some

of that away to inspire your own crafting vision.And one final word of warning before you start—

don’t confuse a pyrography machine with a tattoo kit. It would hurt!Getting Started will fill you in

on what you need to know before you start burning. here.Chapter 1: Simple Mark Making will



take you through your first few experiments with the pyrography pen. By the time you finish this

chapter, you’ll be ready to make a set of simple coasters. here.Chapter 2: Basic Decoration

Techniques shows you how to link together the marks you’ve learned to make in order to

decorate an object. here.Chapter 3: Silhouettes walks you through the creation of a basic

decorating technique. Silhouettes will hone your shading and mark-making skills. here.Chapter

4: Drawing with Fire will show you the subtleties of drawing using a pyrography pen. You’ll be

able to create a beautiful landscape utilizing the skills you learn here. here.Chapter 5: Texture

and Pattern exposes the world of possibilities for covering a surface with pyrography. You can

make a piece of wood look like an ancient stone surface, or even use a microscopic view of

coral to decorate an object. here.Chapter 6: Lettering introduces a vital component of any

personalized design: the letters. You’ll learn the important techniques of how to create legible

letters. here.Chapter 7: Portraits illustrates the basics for creating a realistic image of a person

or animal using pyrography. here.Chapter 8: Ideas and Inspiration closes the book with pages

chock-full of ideas to utilize your newfound pyrography skills. If you’re stumped for project

inspiration, you won’t be for long! here.Check out the back for useful information on woods for

pyrography (Appendix A, here), texture ideas (Appendix B, here), and resources (here).

Yearn to Burn: A Pyrography Master Class: 18 Creative Woodburning Projects with Step-by-

Step Instructions, Learn to Burn: A Step-by-Step Guide to Getting Started in Pyrography,

Pyrography Special Edition: 25 Skill-Building Projects & Patterns featuring Burning for

Beginners, Pyrography Workbook: A Complete Guide to the Art of Woodburning, Pyrography

Basics: Techniques and Exercises for Beginners, Woodburning Project & Pattern Treasury:

Create Your Own Pyrography Art with 75 Mix-and-Match Designs, Landscape Pyrography

Techniques & Projects: A Beginner's Guide to Burning by Layer for Beautiful Results,

Pyrography Style Handbook: Artistic Woodburning Methods and 12 Step-by-Step Projects,

Woodburning Realistic Animals: 12 Step-by-Step Pyrography Projects of Birds, Pets, and

Wildlife, The Wood Burn Book: An Essential Guide to the Art of Pyrography, Woodburning

Projects and Patterns for Beginners, Pyrography Patterns: Basic Techniques and 30 Wildlife

Designs for Woodburning, The Art & Craft of Pyrography: Drawing with Fire on Leather,

Gourds, Cloth, Paper, and Wood, The Art of Leather Burning: Step-by-Step Pyrography

Techniques, Great Book of Woodburning: Pyrography Techniques, Patterns and Projects for all

Skill Levels, Little Book of Pyrography: Techniques, Exercises, Designs, and Patterns, Chris

Pye's Woodcarving Course & Reference Manual: A Beginner's Guide to Traditional Techniques

(Woodcarving Illustrated Books), Power Carving Manual, Updated and Expanded Second

Edition: Tools, Techniques, and 22 All-Time Favorite Projects, Get Started in Leather Crafting:

Step-by-Step Techniques and Tips for Crafting Success, Carving Faces Workbook: Learn to

Carve Facial Expressions with the Legendary Harold Enlow, Pyrography for Beginners

Handbook: Learn to Burn Guide in Wood Burning with Starter Projects and Patterns (DIY

Series Book 2)

Butterflychica, “Unbelievably loaded with info, cost is insane for what you get!. I LOVE this

book! I've been doing pyrography for about 3 years. I've not purchased a book as I've worked

on very specific projects that didn't require much research.I decided to buy this book because
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after 3 years of exclusively using a solid point pen, I've finally decided to purchase a hot wire

machine. I was a single mom which forced me to always be frugal so the idea of spending

$75+ on myself... for a hobby... was ludacris. But my daughter is grown and my husband's been

pushing me to spoil myself, and I've finally caved. Just a little, as there is the likelihood of

selling my finished projects along with the jewelry I make.Anyway, this book has very clear,

concise information to help understand the different tools and accessories available and what

you can expect to be able to do with them. Info on the different nibs and how to use them. But

what is really awesome are the multitude of projects with step by step instructions and photos

from each stage that help visual learners, such as myself, work the projects successfully. The

variety of types of projects is also really impressive. Personally, I plan to work my way through

every single one of them, both to learn as well as because they are all so spectacularly

gorgeous!Highly recommend, whether you are just getting into wood burning or consider

yourself experienced.”

Lisa, “This great pyrography book really does have style!. Great book - many pyrography cover

a lot of history and can't get a little dull, some pyrography instruction and project books have

artwork in them that seems old-fashioned were outdated. This book truly does have style. It's

written well in a very laid-back interesting fashion by the author, who is straightforward about

what works and doesn't work for him in the art of pyrography. There are some very new and

modern takes on several different types of art projects from basic wood crafts to jewelry to

gourd art. One of my if not my favorite pyrography book.”

Sneakertree, “Great ideas for your next wood projects. The book came super quick and in good

condition but that's all praise for the seller. the book itself is really interesting and gives a lot of

ideas and places to start for projects. I cant wait to try my hand on some of these and the

instructions are easy to follow.”

Mellie04, “Happy I purchased this book :). This book has great information for a beginner and

tips for an experienced artist. I especially liked the projects they chose, as they gave me

inspiration for projects of my own.”

JULIO A. COLON, “Diferentes estilos en la pirografía. Un increíble libro de pirografía

mostrando las diferentes cosas que puedes hacer con la pirografía.”

Paul Ungerleider, “Exactly what I wanted. Excellent book for anyone starting a wood burning

hobby.  Great service by seller.”

T2EZ Kandraw, “Great tool. Really helpful tips and tricks for beginners and novices”

Lorn, “WoodBurning with Style - Simon Easton. Woodburning with Style is a fantastic British

Pyrography book for the novice and the experienced alike.There are a lot of Pyrography books

on the market and they are very good in their own right but they are either American or

Australian covering the American style Pyrography machines and written in American

terminology.Simon Easton has a great modern style with a unique flair and his book portrays

this with easy to follow projects and very clear pictures, he covers everything you need to know

from choosing a Pyrography machine, shading, decoration techniques to completing a full

project,You will learn how to burn Silhouettes, Celtic patterns, Lettering, Landscapes and much

more and all this with a hot wire Pyrography Machine.This is a great first book or one to add to



your collection I recommend it highly.Chris Slack.”

KaelaLee Daley, “A lovely book!. This was purchased as a Gift for My Husband and he

absolutely loved it. He's always looking into ways to expand his design collection and this book

offers some great ideas :)”

cinderella, “A good book but very disappointed that there was little mention .... A good book but

very disappointed that there was little mention of using a pen. All project pictures showed the

more expensive machine in use. I had to buy another book before I was confident to start

burning wood”

tim, “Great present. Good manual”

mel776, “Very comprehensive.. Loads of good ideas, practical projects and instruction. All you

need to add is lots of practice.”

The book by Simon Easton has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 108 people have provided feedback.
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